Abstract-A new view about underwater imaging was proposed in this paper that water self still is an imaging object, and a new synthetic model about underwater image was also presented, that is, the resulting image is a synthetic image made from the images of underwater object and water self. Seeing that the present situation which the visual quality of the resulting image made by current restoration methods about underwater image is not satisfied, a new restoration method about underwater image, that is a systematic method called removing water-compensating attenuation-optimization, was proposed,. The results demonstrated that here proposed method is better than some of other methods.
INTRODUCTION
The application of underwater imaging is wider and wider, involving a wide field of science and technology, such as deep-sea prospecting and mining, underwater communication, underwater engineering, underwater navigation and control, archaeology, marine biology, diving science and technology, and so on. Now, underwater imaging has become the public plaything from expert tools. In the underwater vision, in addition to the issue that is the two-dimensional map of three-dimensional scenery, the extent that the light passing through water is absorbed and scattered varies with distance and thereby the extent of degradation of an image visibility varies with the distance, thus making the underwater image restoration has become more difficult [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
II. INTERACTION BETWEEN LIGHT AND WATER

A. Attenuation law
The attenuation law of object to light is the classical optics problem, known as Beer-Lambert law as follows. (2) where l represents the length of light propagation path, and it can also be expressed as a distance from the imaged surface to the imaging device. In the condition of underwater imaging, it expresses the distance from the imaged surface to imaging device. I 0 and I express the incident light intensity and emergent light intensity, respectively. In the condition of underwater imaging, the former expresses the reflection light intensity from the imaged object surface of underwater, and the latter expresses the light intensity received by the imaging device.
B. Water is also an imaging object
The view that water is an imaging object does not appear in existing literature, but it is a fact! If the water could not be imaged, how people can see the water? Continuous medium between the imaging object and imaging device absorb both the light intensity, I 0 , of intrinsic image of underwater object and the water itself has to form its image, called the intrinsic image of water. The resulting image formed on the imaging device is the synthesis of intrinsic image absorbed by water and that of water itself. The ultimate effects are similar to image overlapping effect of traditional X-ray camera in medical. On two synthesis model, there is additive model [3], product model [1] , convolution model [2, 3] , weighted sums model [4] and another weighted sums model that we will introduced here.
Assuming that at any point (x,y) in the underwater images, the chroma of water image is L(x,y,CH), and the images of scene is S(x,y,CH), the synthesis of weighted sums model is F(x,y,CH), then
The synthesis of intrinsic image of water and object image, computing by means of formula (3), will result in degeneration, therefore more narrow the spectral bandwidth is narrowed, so its information is decreased. 
III. REMOVING WATER AND ITS REALIZATION
A. Method of removing water
Here is an underwater image [1]. The forth order chromatic spectra [6-7] of its RGB components are shown in Fig. 1 For the left value, F l (CH), and right value, F h (CH), of the spectra in Fig. 1 , the formula (3) respectively become into the following formulae:
where the subscript l and h respectively denote the left and right values of chromatic spectrum in Fig. 1 , it can be know from formulae (8) and (9) that
, and this is ideal underwater image restoration. This means that
, and it can be explained as that the influence of water is eliminated.
B. Realization of removing water algorithm
In order to realize removing water function, we introduce a transformation called Zadeh-X gray/ chroma transform [8-9], as follows,
where CH=0,1,2 presents the red, the green and the blue, respectively. k was called an expansion or a contraction factor, here let k=255. Theta and Delta were called transformation parameters. O(CH, x, y) and T(CH, x, y) represents chroma value of a pixel point (x, y) before and after transformation at CH channel, respectively. The transformed image is just the original image when Theta=0, Delta=255. Here, moving water function can be realized when
and to complete transformation of formula (10) . For an underwater image taken from [1] and shown in the middle in Fig. 2 , the result of transform is shown in the left of Fig. 2 and can be seen that the visual effect is improved obviously. 
C. Water attenuation compensation
Adopting screen coordinates system(SCS) shown as Fig.3 , the attenuation law of light beam radiating from ABGP and projecting to the imaging device is as follows. If the attenuated quantity can be compensated, the attenuation of water is compensated. In practical use, we adopted bandwidth adaptive method, and an adjustable factor α was added ahead of the attenuation term, e.g. the formula (8) (9) where BW=right-left. In the method, attenuation compensation and removing water were completed at the same time. On the basis of subject vision (roughly) and a comprehensive image quality assessment function (finely) CAF, the value of β was determined experimentally. The concrete data of RCO (removing water-attenuation compensation-optimization, see below) method in table 1 were gotten under the conditions that β=0.006, α=0.006. This is a set of the compromise constants. In order to obtain the optimal values under certain condition, fine adjustment is needed under the conditions. 
IV. OPTIMIZATION
A. Image optimization after removing water and attenuation compensation
The vision quality of a restored image by existing method about underwater image restoration often is not satisfied, such as figure 4 c), e), f), k), m) and p) with low brightness and narrow chromatic spectrum, and thereby, the full spectral space of 0~255 can not be filled. Hence, about restoration of underwater image, there was still a problem to be considered, that is the optimization problem of the restored image, The images in Fig. 4 were taken from the references [1,4], and measurement results of visual parameters were listed in table 1.
Here, our proposed method was called the systematic method of removing water-attenuation compensationoptimization, for short of RCO method. This method contains optimization method of image after removing water and attenuation compensation. The jmage optimization after removing water and attenuation compensation was realized through completing Zadeh-X transformation of formula (6) when let Delta=f(ALL)*ALL. Here let f(ALL)=2. The results of ROC were shown in the right in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 a) However, such an increment should be paid attention because there is a suspicion of "creating something out of nothing", so it should be avoided in the general image processing. Increasing of AIE and HF in RCO method could be explained, which results in the nonlinear of removing degeneration and attenuation when removing water.
VI. ABOUT RCO METHOD
It can be seen from the data in table 1 that all CAF values of the restored images are higher than that of the original images in the five methods in which the underwater images were restored into the clear images. These results illustrate that the five methods all can get the effect enhancing image vision quality. In referred to five methods, the CAF value of RCO method is highest which are 11.9366 
